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results of a man's past karma in his character, tendencies,
circumstances, etc. An astrologer may correctly predict
certain events or circumstances, but knowing only one
of a pair of forces, he cannot forecast the resultant
and cannot predict how the man will react on those
circumstances by his free-will. The reaction, in the case
of a feeble soul, will be slight and cause but small changes,
whereas, in the case of a strong soul who can bring all the
force of his free-will to bear on circumstances, it is bound
to be great and may upset all calculations. Hence the
astrological proverb: li The wise man rules his stars,
while the fool is ruled by them."
Q, Now instead of being liberated from the bonds of
karma allotted for one life, how does a man forge new
links in the chain of karma ?
Ans. The Lords of Karma in carrying out Their
work use other persons as Their instruments of help
or injury.   Thus though we are being used as mere
tools in Their hands for the settling of different people's
accounts, we have a false idea that we are free agents.
So when a man injures us, we do not understand that he
was merely instrumental in giving us our due, but become
angry with him and try to retaliate, thereby creating fresh
karma, and forget the remarks in the Gospel on that
subject: s{ It must needs be that offences come, but woe
to that man by whom the offence cometh." None in this
world suffers for the sin or fault of another, though
through our short-sightedness we believe ourselves wronged
by others for no fault of ours.
The wise, knowing this, and understanding that they
should " chafe not at Karma nor at nature's changeless
laws ", get angry with none, and suffering the wrong or
dishonour without grumbling, liberate themselves from the'

